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• The reproducibility crisis
• Dagsthul’s guide to Reproducibility for Experimental Networking 

Research
• Artefacts Evaluations



The reproducibility crisis in medicine

Source: Begley, C., Ellis, L. Raise standards for preclinical cancer research. Nature 483, 531–533 (2012). 
https://doi.org/10.1038/483531a



The reproducibility crisis



Reproducibility in Computer Science

• An interesting study



Software artfeacts

• Methodology
• Select papers from top conferences and journals
• Check if the they use software that does not require special

hardware
• Try to obtain software

• Directly with URL in paper
• By contacting corresponding authors by email

• avoid contacting the same author several times

• Try to recompile software
• With modifications that do no require more than 30 minutes



Survey results



Proposal : sharing contract in papers



Reproducibility in networking research

• A short study conducted with Nicolas Houtain on software artefacts  
presented during the SIGCOMM’15 Community session
• Methodology and dataset

• Conference programmes
• SIGCOMM, 2013 and 2014
• CoNext, 2013 and 2014
• Hotnets 2013 and 2014

• Read each paper to identify
• Whether software was used to produce results 
• If yes, is this software publicly available ?

• Directly mentioned in the paper
• Available after contacting the authors by email



How accessible is software written for 
scientific papers ?

SIGCOMM/CoNEXT/Hotnets

URL in paper

No software
required
No reply from
authors
Authors replied



Software from SIGCOMM papers
SIGCOMM

URL in paper
No software required

No reply from authors
Authors replied



Software from Hotnets papers
Hotnets

URL in paper

No software required
No reply from authors

Authors replied



Software from Conext papers

CoNEXT

URL in paper

No software required

No reply from authors

Authors replied



Authors' responses
SIGCOMM/CoNEXT/Hotnets

complete
not yet ready
partial
not available



2013 conferences
SIGCOMM/CoNEXT/Hotnets 2013

complete
not yet ready
partial
not available



2014 conferences
SIGCOMM/CoNEXT/Hotnets 2014

complete
not yet ready
partial
not available



Recommendations at SIGCOMM 2015

• Encourage authors to release the software used for accepted papers
• Source code preferably (open-source, closed source with "research" license), 

if not binaries or  VMs
• Datasets used for experiments/analysis

• There are sometimes privacy issues, but not always and some part of the paper should 
be evaluated with publicly accessible datasets

• Encourage authors to post additional data in the ACM digital library 
next to each paper



Recommendations at SIGCOMM 2015

• Encourage TPC members to consider the reproducibility of the papers 
while reviewing 
• Could become a standard question of review forms and maybe used for 

decisions

• Encourage fully reproducible papers through awards or some form of 
recognition

• Encourage steering committees to think about ways to improve the 
reproducibility of our papers



SIGCOMM 2017 Reproducibility workshop



Stanford CS244 – Graduate networking class

Source: Lisa Yan and Nick McKeown, Learning Networking by Reproducing Network Results, SIGCOMM’17 workshop



Reproduced TCP opt-ack attack
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Original result from paper Alexander and Trey’s reproduced result 
(blog post)

R. Sherwood, B. Bhattacharjee, and R. Braud. Misbehaving TCP receivers can cause internet-wide congestion collapse. CCS 2005.

Source: Lisa Yan and Nick McKeown, Learning Networking by Reproducing Network Results, SIGCOMM’17 workshop

https://reproducingnetworkresearch.wordpress.com/2016/05/30/cs-244-16-misbehaving-tcp-receivers-can-cause-internet-wide-congestion-collapse/


What kinds of reproductions?

• Congestion control
• Topologies
• Security attacks
• Applications
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Publication # student
reproductions

TCP opt-ack attack 8

Increasing TCP init cwnd 7

TCP Fast Open 7

MPTCP 6

DCTCP 5

Hedera 4

pFabric 3

Sprout 3

(24 other papers) 30

40+ papers

Source: Lisa Yan and Nick McKeown, Learning Networking by Reproducing Network Results, SIGCOMM’17 workshop



5 years of student projects
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Publication # student
reproductions

TCP opt-ack attack 8

Increasing TCP init cwnd 7

TCP Fast Open 7

MPTCP 6

DCTCP 5

Hedera 4

pFabric 3

Sprout 3

(24 other papers) 30

40+ papers 200+ students

Source: Lisa Yan and Nick McKeown, Learning Networking by Reproducing Network Results, SIGCOMM’17 workshop



Emulators/simulators used by students
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Python

Source: Lisa Yan and Nick McKeown, Learning Networking by Reproducing Network Results, SIGCOMM’17 workshop



Repeat, Replicate, Reproduce, Reuse

• Four different words that are not completely synonyms
• Repeat

• A team of researcher can reexecute the same experiments/analysis using their artefacts 
and obtain the same results

• Replicate
• Another team of researchers can perform the same experiments as those of the original 

paper with the paper’s artefacts and obtain the same results
• Reproduce 

• Another team of researchers can collect similar data or develop similar software and 
obtain the same results as the original paper without using the paper’s artefacts

• Reuse
• Another team of researchers extends the paper’s artefacts to improve them or solve 

other research problems

Di
ffi

cu
lty



Repeatability

• Should be mandatory for all Ph.D. students

• This is a basic element of the scientific process, takes notes and ensure that 
you can repeat your experiments
• As computer scientists, your experiments are much more deterministics than in natural 

sciences
• Don’t underestimate the importance of repeatability 
• A few years from now, questions from your jury members might force you to rerun some 

experiments



Agenda

• The reproducibility crisis
• Dagsthul’s guide to Reproducibility for Experimental Networking 

Research
• Artefacts Evaluations



Dagsthul’s guide to reproducible research



Lots of very useful advice for researchers

• Problem formulation and design
• Hypothesize

• Think before, experiment after
• Try to predict the results of an experiment before running it

• Plan and solicit early feedback
• Plan your experiments and discuss with colleagues before executing them

• Have you considered all the key parameters ?
• What is the lesson that you want to learn from each experiment ?

• Iterate
• You will rerun your experiments several times, automate them

• Put everything in scripts that can execute autonomously at night
• Rerun each experiment several times to check if results are stable
• Check for external interference (e.g. nightly backup running on the server you use for 

experiments and which consume CPU,...)



Documentation

• Use a version control system
• For all the code you use and the measurement scripts

• Provide detailed logs of your experiments
• The measured data is important, but also collect

• The system state (networkin configuration, OS, libraries, version of measurement
software)

• The raw data produced by the measurement tool
• shoul include the version of the measurement script you used so that you precisely know 

which script was used to collect a given measurement
• Metadata is as important and sometimes more important than data

• Keep regular backups
• Of everything that is important, your disk will fail, you do not know when



Experimentation

• Always start with a basic validation
• simple experiment whose result is unsurprising to check that there are non 

configuration errors. If it fails, script stops and you investigate
• Do no reinvent the wheel

• Check for well-maintained tools that you could use for your experiments
• tool developers have already coped with many details that affect measurements and you 

could ignore at first attempt
• this is reassuring for reviewers, because they know what the tool measures

• If you develop your own tool, start from a test suite
• Write a technical report to convince other researchers of the quality of your tool

• Monitor your experiment
• Check for problems that could affect your measurements (disk full, competing 

processes, network reconfiguration, ...)



Multipath TCP



MPTCP over WiFi/3G

8Mbps, 20ms

2Mbps, 150ms



TCP over WiFi/3G

C. Raiciu, et al.  “How hard can it be? designing and implementing a deployable multipath TCP,” NSDI'12: 
Proceedings of the 9th USENIX conference on Networked Systems Design and Implementation, 2012.



MPTCP over WiFi/3G

C. Raiciu, et al.  “How hard can it be? designing and implementing a deployable multipath TCP,” NSDI'12: 
Proceedings of the 9th USENIX conference on Networked Systems Design and Implementation, 2012.



MPTCP over WiFi/3G

Multipath TCP 
increases

throughput



MPTCP over WiFi/3G

What happened 
here?



Understanding the performance issue 

8Mbps, 20ms

2Mbps, 150ms Window

B

A

CD

Window full !
No new data can be sent on WiFi path 

A

Reinject segment on fast path

Halve congestion window on slow subflow



MPTCP over WiFi/3G



Example: how fast can MPTCP go ?



How fast can Multipath TCP go ?



Reproducible measurements

• Software used for the measurements

For more details, http://multipath-tcp.org/pmwiki.php?n=Main.50Gbps



Reproducible measurements (2)



Reproducible measurements (3)



Handling data

• Privacy, anonymization and ethics
• Control plane measurements are usually fine
• Data plane measurements can be more difficulty

• You probably need authorization to collect packets/Netflow from real users
• If you probe external servers, you probably need their authorization

• Data integrity
• Define checks that allow you to verify that the data has been correctly 

captured
• Can you miss some data ? Can your measurements be polluted by caches ?



GEANT Traffic 
matrices
• The project



Repeatability/Replicability/Reproducibility

• Repeatability
• Dataset collected by GEANT (Netflow) and post-processed

• We could not release the Netflow data, only the post processed information
• We reused the dataset in several PhD theses

• Replicability
• The dataset has been reused by other researchers, but not the tool used to 

process the data

• Reproducibility
• Reusability
• Regularly used dataset



When a dataset brings new ideas

http://svnet.u-strasbg.fr/mrinfo/



The mrinfo project



Projet results



The code that you develop

• Licensing and credits
• What are the rules imposed by your institution for releasing code ?

• Is this allowed ?
• Are there special declarations or IPR that you need to take into account ?

• Check this before thinking about submitting paper artefacts
• If you decide for open-source, understand the different types of licenses

• Public domain, BSD/MIT, GPLv2, GPLv3, Apache, ...

• Do you rely on existing code ?
• In-house

• Are you allowed to release the in-house code that you reused ?
• External

• What are the rules imposed by the code that you reuse ?



Experience with open-source licenses

• GPLv2
• Used by our shim6, MPTCP and SRv6 implementations in the Linux kernel

• Does not restrict the ability to create startups
• If you implement kernel modules, try to merge your code upstream

• MIT License
• Used by quic-go and inheritted by Multipath QUIC
• Used by picoquic and inheritted by PQUIC

• Creative commons
• Used for the Computer Networking: Principles, Protocols and Practice ebook

• https://www.computer-networking.info

https://www.computer-networking.info/


Simulations

• Your own special simulator
• Plan to spend more time to validate your simulator than to execute your own

measurements

• An existing (and well-maintained) simulator
• Check papers that already used this simulator 
• Check how the different models need to be configured to obtain accurate 

results



C-BGP

• The project



Repeatability/Replicability/Reproducibility
• Repeatability
• C-BGP was created and maintained by Bruno Quoitin
• https://sourceforge.net/projects/c-bgp/

• Replicability
• Various researchers were able to use the simulator for their own research, 

they were able to replicate simple examples

• Reproducibility
• Nobody tried to re-implement a similar simulator. Since it was open-source 

and well documented, there was no incentive to reproduce such work

• Reusability

https://sourceforge.net/projects/c-bgp/


Faster routing 
convergence
• The project



Repeatability/Replicability/Reproducibility/Reusability

• Repeatability
• Custom simulator written only for this paper
• Private dataset (ISP topologies) provided by co-authors

• Replicability
• Unfortunately, the custom simulator was never released

• Reproducibility
• Although the paper has been widely cited, I’m not aware of any attempt to 

reproduce the paper results
• Reusability
• Lots of citations, 
• but no real reuse



Check list with existing simulators

• Is the simulator well-maintained ?
• Can you get support and bug fixes

• Is the simulator open-source ?
• Can you develop your own models and fix problems in its internals ?

• Is the simulator used in your research community ?
• If not, develop your own tests and plan some space in your papers to 

convince the reviewers of the quality of the simulator

• Does it contain good models for your research problem ?
• You should develop your model for the core of your research, but reuse 

existing models for the protocols that you do not change



Replacing simulation by emulation



Mininet...



Mininet...

• The good
• You can easily model a small network on your laptop and execute your own 

code on routers and servers
• This is real code and not a simplified model, all details are considered

• The bad
• Everything (routers, servers, applications) compete for the CPU and memory 

on your laptop
• If CPU load is too high, you will get random results
• Don’t run other applications on your laptop while mininet is running

• The ugly
• Different runs of the same experiment can produce very different results

• repetition can help, but in some cases, you will need to scale down



Our experience with Mininet

• Advantages
• Works well for rapid prototyping and to test simple scenarios
• Allows to experiment with patched Linux kernels with limited efforts
• Nice teaching tool, check ipmininet

• Drawbacks
• Works well for low bandwidth flows that are not CPU bound
• Only works for very small networks on our computers
• Be careful with workloads that are CPU bound



Experimental design with Mininet



The experiments



The results



ns3-DCE : best of both worlds ?



ns3-DCE...

• The good
• ns-3 is a simulator and thus your application can simulate very large networks if you 

have enough RAM/CPU
• Time is simulated and it usually runs much slower than real-time

• Simulation is fully reproducible
• if you find a bug in your code, you can fix it and then rerun exactly this experiment

• The bad
• unless you specify it, your application executes in zero time

• this ignores CPU consumption effects which could be important in some scenarios 

• The ugly
• In some cases porting applications (or worse kernel code) to ns3-DCE can be a tough 

software engineering challenge



Our experience with ns3-DCE

• Advantages
• Works well with QUIC implementations in userspace
• Used it extensively as a test suite to avoid regressions in PQUIC

• Since ns3-DCE is deterministic, once you’ve found a scenario with problems in 
retransmissions or congestion control, you can check that your fixes solve them and do 
not create new ones

• Drawbacks
• Requires very good systems knowledge to port existing applications 

• plan to spend some time to get upto speed
• Not widely used by the networking community



Real experiments

• The good
• You execute your entire code on real machines

• Your code needs to handle most corner cases and works well

• The bad
• Getting the required hardware ressources can be costly or difficult

• If you use shared machines, be careful of interferences
• planetlab, grid5000, ...

• The ugly
• Beware of overoptimizing your solution to your hardware setup

• It might be much smaller or very different from deployments



Multipath TCP



First experimental results



Benefits of trying to replicate MPTCP results

• What about WAN measurements ?
• Colleagues in Finland installed MPTCP kernel to replicate our results

• Worked well in their lab

• MPTCP connections could be established between Finland and Belgium, but 
no data was ever transferred 



The Internet architecture
that we explain to our students

Physical
Datalink
Network
Transport
Application

O. Bonaventure, Computer networking : Principles, Protocols and Practice, open ebook, http://inl.info.ucl.ac.be/cnp3

Physical

Physical
Datalink

Physical
Datalink
Network



In reality

• almost as many middleboxes as routers
• various types of middleboxes are deployed

Sherry, Justine, et al. "Making middleboxes someone else's problem: Network processing as a cloud service." 
Proceedings of the ACM SIGCOMM 2012 conference. ACM, 2012.



Internet devices according to Cisco

http://www.cisco.com/web/about/ac50/ac47/2.html

Web Security 
Appliance

NAC Appliance

ACE XML
Gateway

Streamer

VPN Concentrator

SSL
Terminator

Cisco IOS Firewall

IP Telephony 
Router

PIX Firewall
Right and Left

Voice 
GatewayVVVV

Content 
Engine

NAT



Middleboxes in the architecture

• In the official architecture, they do not exist
• In reality...

Physical
Datalink
Network
Transport
Application

Physical
Datalink
Network
Transport
Application

Physical
Datalink
Network

TCP

Physical
Datalink
Network
Transport
Application



TCP segments processed by a router

Source port Destination port

Checksum Urgent pointer

THL  Reserved  Flags

Acknowledgment number

Sequence number

Window

Ver IHL       ToS Total length

ChecksumTTL       Protocol
Flags Frag. Offset

Source IP address 

Identification

Destination IP address 

Payload

Options

Source port Destination port

Checksum Urgent pointer

THL  Reserved  Flags

Acknowledgment number

Sequence number

Window

Ver IHL       ToS Total length

ChecksumTTL Protocol
Flags Frag. Offset

Source IP address 

Identification

Destination IP address 

Payload

Options

IP

TCP



TCP segments processed by a NAT

Source port Destination port

Checksum Urgent pointer

THL  Reserved  Flags

Acknowledgment number

Sequence number

Window

Ver IHL       ToS Total length

ChecksumTTL       Protocol
Flags Frag. Offset

Source IP address 

Identification

Destination IP address 

Payload

Options

Source port Destination port

Checksum Urgent pointer

THL  Reserved  Flags

Acknowledgment number

Sequence number

Window

Ver IHL       ToS Total length

ChecksumTTL Protocol
Flags Frag. Offset

Source IP address 

Identification

Destination IP address 

Payload

Options



© O. Bonaventure, 2011

How transparent is the Internet ?
• 25th September 2010 to 

30th April 2011
• 142 access networks
• 24 countries
• Sent specific TCP 

segments from client to a 
server in Japan

Honda, Michio, et al. "Is it still possible to extend TCP?" Proceedings of the 2011 ACM 
SIGCOMM conference on Internet measurement conference. ACM, 2011.



End-to-end transparency today

Source port Destination port

Checksum Urgent pointer

THL  Reserved  Flags

Acknowledgment number

Sequence number

Window

Ver IHL       ToS Total length

ChecksumTTL       Protocol
Flags Frag. Offset

Source IP address 

Identification

Destination IP address 

Payload

Options

Source port Destination port

Checksum Urgent pointer

THL Reserved  Flags

Acknowledgment number
Sequence number

Window

Ver IHL       ToS Total length

ChecksumTTL Protocol
Flags Frag. Offset

Source IP address 

Identification

Destination IP address 

Payload

Options

Middleboxes don't change
the Protocol field, but

some discard packets with a
Protocol field different than

TCP or UDP



How to create an MPTCP connection ?
SYN, seq=1234
+MP_CAPABLE[Token=5678]

SYN+ACK+MP_CAPABLE[Token=6543] seq=5678,ack=1235
ACK seq=1235, ack=5679

SYN, seq=3456
+MP_JOIN[Token=6543]

MyToken=5678
YourToken=6543

MyToken=6543
YourToken=5678



How to create an MPTCP connection ?
SYN, seq=1234
+MP_CAPABLE[Token=5678]

SYN+ACK+MP_CAPABLE[Token=6543] seq=5678,ack=1235
ACK seq=1235, ack=5679

SYN, seq=3456
+MP_JOIN[Token=6543]

MyToken=5678
YourToken=6543

MyToken=6543
YourToken=5678

SYN, seq=6789
+MP_JOIN[Token=6543]



Which middleboxes change 
TCP sequence numbers ?
• Some firewalls change TCP sequence numbers in SYN segments to 

ensure randomness
• fix for old windows95 bug

• Transparent proxies terminate TCP connections
• Widely used in cellular networks and in some enterprises



Consequences of this replicability study

• Multipath TCP was redesigned to cope with all these middleboxes
• Multipath TCP works through most middleboxesand falls back to TCP when 

there is severe interference to preserve connectivity

• Michio Honda et al. published the measurement study Is it possible to 
extend TCP?
• We developed tracebox, a traceroute like that detects middlebox 

interference



Next steps with Multipath TCP

• Repeatability
• Linux kernel code, moved to http://www.multipath-tcp-org 
• Mailing list to discuss with other researchers

• Replicability
• Multipath networks pushed us to optimize reaction to link failures

• Convinced two PhD students to start a company focused Multipath TCP
• Created a community with other MPTCP researchers

• Actively encouraged them to submit patches and reviewed them for inclusion
• New releases of the kernel patch at every IETF meeting



Reproducibility/Reusability

• Reproducibility
• Nigel Willimas and colleagues started to implement MPTCP in FreeBSD

• Anumita Biswas informed us that Apple
was interested by MPTCP
• In September 2013 we still surprised

to see MPTCP officially launched by Apple

• Reusability
• Getting MPTCP in the official Linux kernel

proved to be more difficult, but
• MPTCP received the 2019 SIGCOMM Networking Systems Award



Getting MPTCP in the mainline Linux kernel

• In 2013, we thought that everything was ready to bring MPTCP in the 
mainline Linux kernel and get wider deployment
• MPTCP was published in RFC6824
• Apple was using it on all iPhones for Siri
• Samsung and LG started to use MPTCP in Android smartphones in Korea

• Unfortunately, MPTCP made a lot of changes to TCP and TCP is a key 
part of the Linux kernel code
• Linux developers did not want to risk any regression in performance in the 

Linux kernel and did not consider the smartphones to be a strong enough use 
case at that time



MPTCP in the mainline Linux kernel (2)
• A slowly progressing engineering project
• Netdev 2015



MPTCP in the mainline Linux kernel (3)



Some lessons learned

• Repeatability is key
• Start at the beginning of your PhD work, don’t take wrong habits

• Releasing artefacts enables other researchers to reuse or expand your 
work results
• should contribute to your citations, which is unfortunately a key metric

• Releasing artefacts takes time
• Packaging software, documentation, providing support

• Software and artefacts are not always well valued by community
• main research output metric remains citations and many authors forget to 

correctly reference the artefacts they use in their papers



Agenda

• The reproducibility crisis
• Dagsthul’s guide to Reproducibility for Experimental Networking 

Research
• Artefacts Evaluations



Earlier attempts at evaluating artefacts



ACM Artefacts Evaluation

• Initiated by different ACM SIGs

• Adopted by ACM with 
artefacts badges



Artefacts evaluations in 2018

• Experiment with different conferences
• Conext’18
• SIGCOMM CCR

• all papers published in 2018
• SIGCOMM conferences



Available artefacts at Conext
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Functional artefacts at Conext
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Reusable artefacts at Conext
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Available artefacts at SIGCOMM
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Reusable/reproduced artefacts at SIGCOMM
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Artefacts evaluation committees

• Objective
• Verify that the artefacts provided by the authors of accepted papers support the 

claims of the paper
• a posteriori evaluation, assigns badges

• Artefacts review
• Starts shortly after paper acceptance

• Why not during the paper review ?
• Reviewers are volunteers who agree to spend time 

• You can (should) volunteer
• Allows you to interact with researchers who are working on related topics
• Allows you to understand how to provide good artefacts

• Decision
• Reviewers suggest badges for each paper based on their experience with the artefacts



Recent artefacts evaluation committees

• Conext 2021
• Chairs: Anna Brunstrom, Ken Calvert, Gianni Antichi
• https://conferences2.sigcomm.org/co-next/2021/#!/artifactcommittee

• SIGCOMM 2021
• Chairs: Aaron Gember Jacobson, Arpit Gupta
• https://conferences.sigcomm.org/sigcomm/2021/cf-artifacts.html

• Internet measurements (IMC, PAM, TMA)
• Not yet

https://conferences2.sigcomm.org/co-next/2021/
https://conferences.sigcomm.org/sigcomm/2021/cf-artifacts.html


Recent artefacts evaluation committees

• Mobicom
• Not yet, but

• Mobisys
• To honor the system nature of ACM MobiSys, this year we integrated an artifact evaluation 

program in the review process. Submissions could opt in for such a program by expressly 
indicating that at the time of submitting the paper. By doing so, if the paper was eventually 
accepted, the authors were committed to providing implementations, models, test suites, 
benchmarks, and data used to derive the results presented in the paper to the artifact 
evaluation committee. This was formed by a subset of PC members who volunteered for this 
job. A total of 12 papers have ultimately applied for the program. The artifact evaluation 
committee examined the provided artifacts and validated authors’ requests of one or more 
“Artifact Evaluated” badges available as part of the corresponding ACM initiative. 

• ICNP, INFOCOM
• Not yet



Artefacts evaluators 

• You will work with the artfeacts of recently 
accepted papers
• Nice way to see new research results
• Nice way to interact with authors
• Allows you to learn how to prepare the artefacts 

for your future papers

• You will encourage authors to release
artefacts
• artefacts will be available if you want to compare 

your solution with previous papers


